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Introduction

Early in the semester, we decided to design and implement a database application for

Harrisburg Habitat for Humanity for our project in Database Applications with two other team

members (Tom Setliff and Denny Daugherty), known as the Habitat Open Management Engine. 

The HOME project is a project to not only develop a database application for Habitat for

Humanity of the Greater Harrisburg Area, but also eventually for other Habitat for Humanity

affiliates in the United States.  HOME will help Harrisburg Habitat and other Habitat Affiliates

track information pertaining to local Habitat homeowners. It will track the mortgages of each

homeowner, and will also track other important homeowner information. It is our hope that

HOME will improve the quality, quantity, and usability of homeowner information for

Harrisburg Habitat, and other affiliates as well.  

The design of HOME has proven to be just as interesting as the project is itself.  Through

the semester we made many important and interesting design decisions.  All of our decisions

were effected by a few key design goals.  One of the major goals we considered in many design

decisions was maintainability.  Other goals included extensibility, clear semantics, and clear

division of labor.  

The most  important design decision we made was to use Apache Jakarta St ruts as the

framework for our application, and influence our design the most.  Struts is based on the Model-

View-Control model.  Other major design decisions were based on our skills as object oriented

programmers.

Model-View-Control and Object Oriented Programming

Model-View-Control and Object Oriented Programming have similar origins.  Both were
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originally developed in the Smalltalk computer programming language.  Model-View-Control

was the architecture of graphical Smalltalk programs, and Smalltalk was a completely Object

Oriented language.  Object Oriented Programming became very popular with the advent of

languages such as C++ and Java.  Though MVC has not enjoyed the popularity of OOP, it has

now become the de facto standard for web applications.

Model-View-Control refers to a three layer approach to application development.  Each

layer is distinct from the other two layers and performs a specific task.  The Model layer

contains all the database access and business logic of the application.  This layer is often

designed to be application independent so that it can be used in other applications if necessary. 

The View layer is the user interface of the application.  This will include all the input and output

to and from the user, as well as the graphical design of the application.  The user will see this

part the most, and ideally, all the details of the underlying layers will be hidden.  The Control

layer is the crazy glue that holds the entire application together.  It hands data back and forth

between the Model and the View as well as controlling the flow of the application.  The entire

interface between the Model and the View is defined in this layer.  The Model (containing all the

database access and business logic) of the application should be completely separated from the

View and Control.  All of the base back-end functionality can then be easily dropped into

another application (Fields and Kolb, 18).

MVC's code separation is ideally suited to web application development.  MVC allows

easy separation between front-end and back-end program.  This separation is often reflected in

development teams.  Most developers work on either the front-end or the back-end, but not both. 

The skills required in these two areas have just enough differences that one person rarely has the

skills to do both well.  Back-end development requires skills in software design, database design, 
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programming, whereas front-end design requires more graphic design and user interface design. 

MVC's code separation allows both of these types of developers to do their job without having to

know the other's job (Fields and Kolb, 19).   This separat ion of developer roles is not the only

benefit of the code separation provided by MVC.  Since the three layers are separated, the

possibility of code reuse is greatly enhanced.

Object Oriented Programming is much more well known than Model-View-Control, so it

will not be explained here.  Our main use of OOP was to reduce code redundancy within the

Model and Control layers.  This task is harder to coordinate than it seems.  Since MVC and OOP

were developed together on the same platform, integrating them should be easy.  In my

experience however, the best ways to integrate them have not always been easy to find.  For

instance, it is very easy to use OOP to integrate the Model and Control layers of the application. 

Though this will sometimes allow software to be written quickly in the very short term, in the

long term it breaks MVC, and creates large problems with software maintenance.  Often these

maintenance problems are not apparent right away, but arise later when a change needs to be

made.  Ultimately, OOP code needs to be written carefully to not break the MVC architecture.  

Adding to these difficulties, it is also very easy to use MVC framework features to

implement code which should be implemented using OOP.  A common mistake in this area, and

a good example, is the misuse of the Struts Action classes.  When some functionality needs to be

commonly shared between multiple Action classes, it is very easy to achieve this by Action

chaining(allowing one Action to forward to another).  Though action chaining is easy to set up,

in most cases it causes terrible maintenance problems in the long run.  Code becomes

intertwined between two seemingly separate Action classes, and problems become inevitable

later on.
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Struts: An MVC Framework

Early on, we decided to use Struts for our project.  There a number of reasons for this

decision.  One reason was that  we felt that St ruts had the robustness our project needed.  The

application needed to be very modular and easily maintained, so Struts was a good fit.   The

second reason is that two of our group members had some exposure to it.  One of those had used 

it for several previous projects, and thought it would be highly suitable for this one.

Struts does not provide any structure for building Model components, and instead leaves

this component up to the developer.  There are many choices in this area, including JavaBeans,

Enterprise JavaBeans, and building your own.  We elected to use JavaBeans because they are

simple,  and several group members were already familiar with them.

For the View layer, Struts uses JSP by default.  Struts provides many JSP tag libraries to

aid in developing components for this layer.  These tags have been primarily designed for two

purposes.  The first is to provide easy access to JavaBeans, which Struts uses to pass information

between the Control and View layers.  The secondary purpose is logical flow control within a

JSP.  It is often necessary to embed loops or conditional statements in a JSP, so Struts provides

custom tags  which work for most common cases.  Another Struts View component is Tiles,

which will be described in detail later in this paper.

The core of Struts is its implementation of the Control layer.  Struts provides a Control

servlet, which completely controls the flow of the application.  The servlet is configured from an

XML file.  The other part of the Control layer which Struts provides is the Action class

framework.  The application specific control components are Java classes which extend the

Struts Action class.   By using this defined interface, custom Control components are easily

controlled and coordinated by the Struts Control servlet.
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MVC, OOP, Struts and HOME

Armed with MVC, OOP, and Struts, we carefully crafted a design for the Habitat Open

Management Engine project (HOME for short).  We decided that a Web interface would best

serve Harrisburg Habitat (for reasons as to why we chose to use a web interface, visit our project

wiki at http://cs.messiah.edu/~habitat).  To implement the web interface, we chose to use Java

Servlets and Java Server Pages and to use Jakarta Tomcat as our servlet container.  One reason

why we chose to use Java technology is because of Java’s heave emphases on Object Oriented

programming.  For our database system, we chose to use Postgresql.  Since we are implementing

a web application, and because HOME will eventually be used by many Habitat  Affiliates in the

United States, choosing a MVC and OOP design methodology was natural.  As was mentioned

earlier, we chose to use Jakarta Struts as our MVC framework.

The next four sections will describe how the various Struts components are implemented

in HOME.  The fifth section will then describe how all of the components work together and

how they fit into the servlet  http request model.  The last few sections will discuss many of the

ideas and concepts that we learned as we designed HOME.

View Components

The view components of HOME are the simplest, and provide a good starting point in

looking at the overall design.  As with any web application built with Struts, the view

components are almost entirely made up of JSPs.  In Struts,  Actions forward to the JSPs which

in turn display the data to the user.

A common problem often occurs in developing the view components of a Struts

application: a lot of JSP code can be repeated in several places.  Redundant code in the View can
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occur despite the separation of business and control logic from the View.  In fact, by separating

components, one encourages some JSP code to be repeated.   Often the same form elements, or

even entire identical forms are used in multiple JSPs.  For example, in HOME, every menu has a

select box to allow the user to select a homeowner or a property.  Of course, redundant code

increases the chances that a mistake will be made, and also increases the difficulty in making

changes and maintaining the code.

Fortunately, Struts provides another internal framework known as Tiles to help reduce

the amount of redundant JSP code.  Tiles also gives a more control to the developer over the

layout of each page.  In Tiles, each JSP is comprised of various “tiles”.  Each tile is stored in a

separate JSP file, and a master JSP is used to bring all the pieces together.  A layout for the page

is also defined in a separate JSP page.  The diagram bellow (Figure 1) illustrates these

relationships:

Figure 1

The final location of each tile on the page is controlled by the layout JSP.  This allows

the developer to reuse the same layout throughout the application.  If part of the look-and-feel of

the app needs to  be changed, the developer only has to  change one file.  In HOME, we take full

advantage of this idea, and also define a common header, footer, and menu tile for the entire

application.

Of course, this approach increases the number of files used throughout the app.  A key
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concept that we have learned in the course of developing HOME is that the more we reduce the

amount of redundant code, the more files we end up creating, and it certainly applies to the

View.  For each single “page” in HOME there are two JSPs: the master JSP, and the “body” JSP

containing the main body tile.  The other tiles that make up a single page are commonly used for

all of the pages, and are only defined once.  Nonetheless, we have effectively more than doubled

the number of files need for each page in our applicat ion.

With the introduction of Tiles, the design of the View was fairly straightforward.  All

other design decisions pertaining to the View were purely cosmetic.

Model Components

All of the model components for HOME are defined in JavaBeans.  Struts does not have

any rules or tools to use in designing the Model of a web application, so it is here where we

apply object oriented design the most.  In fact, we should be able to reuse our Model JavaBeans. 

For example, if we ever wanted to build a Swing Interface for HOME, we should be able to just

drop our beans into the Swing App, and only worry about re-writing the View and Control parts

of the app.  If we did our design right, there should be no reason to touch the Model ever again

except for fixing bugs in our business logic or adding more business logic to the application.

One big problem with JavaBeans is that writing classes for them can be quite an

annoyance.  Each field needs a variable declaration, a setter method, and a getter method.  In

order to avoid this problem, we decided to use Beangen to generate our JavaBeans.  Beangen

was written by one of the authors of this paper for a previous Struts-based project, and so

perfect ly suited our project.  Beangen runs at compile time.  It  reads an xml file for each bean,

and generates a java class based on it.  One of the most appealing features of Beangen is the
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ability to read fields and data types from a database and t ranslate them into bean fields.  Since all

of our Model beans are based on tables in our database, the Beangen xml files simply contain

instructions on how Beangen will connect to the database to ret rieve the necessary metadata.  An

added benefit of this approach is that if we have a schema change, we can simply regenerate our

beans, rather than having to edit each one by hand.  For these reasons, Beangen saved our project

much time.

Of course, plain Beangen beans do not provide many features.  They only have setter and

getter methods for each property.  We needed more functionality than this.  To add it, we did not

want to edit the generated files.  Editting generated files is a bad idea, as any changes will be

overwritten when the file is generated again.  To prevent this from happening, every Beangen

generated java file in our project starts with Beangen.  So our Beangen-generated homeowner

bean is called BeangenHomeowner.  To add more methods to the Model beans, we write a new

bean which extends the appropriate Beangen-generated bean.  So to add methods to the

Homeowner bean, we wrote a new class called Homeowner which extends BeangenHomeowner.

Control Components

Object Oriented design came into play in building our Control components as well. 

There are two main instances of this.  The first instance of this is our JdbcAction class.  Virtually

all of our Action classes extend either this Action, or a child of this Action.  JdbcAction provides

the funct ionality for opening and closing JDBC connections to the database.  We decided that the

job of managing database connections properly belonged to the Control layer.  Having all of our

classes inherit from JdbcAction quite elegantly provides all of them with access to this

functionality.
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The second instance of OO design is our token management system.  A common problem

with web applications is multiple submissions of a form.  For instance, if a user submitted the

AddHomeowner form, and the result did not come back right away, the user may click submit

again.  If a web application does not track form submissions, it may add data twice which should

only be added once.  One way to solve this problem is by using tokens.  When a user requests an

add form, a token is issued.  One copy is stored in the user's HttpSession, and the other is stored

in the form.  When the user submits the form, the two tokens are checked to see if they match.  If

they do, the submission is processed, and the token is removed from the user's session.  If the

tokens do not match, or there is no token in the session, an error is generated.  This keeps

multiple copies of the same row from entering the database (Guay).  

To implement this feature in our application, we once again used an OO design strategy. 

We made two classes which extend JdbcAction: IssueTokenAction and VerifyTokenAction. 

Action classes which issue a token inherit from IssueTokenAction, and classes which need to

verify a token inherit from VerifyTokenAction.  Both classes provide the needed functionality to

perform their respective tasks. 

Jonathan was very happy with this design, as it was a vast improvement over a design he

had used in a previous project.  In the previous project, Jonathan provided all of this

funct ionality within the body of a generic Action class,  and then used the generic Action to chain

to Action classes with whatever specific functionality he needed.  With this design, problems

became apparent very quickly.  The TokenManager class became bloated, because it was very

tempting to add as much general functionality as possible, to try to reduce redundant  code.  The

TokenManager class quickly became a tangled mess of spaghetti code.  Even worse, almost

every Action in the system (of which there were quite a few), was dependant on this Action. 
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Though this code is still being maintained, re-factoring will eventually be necessary to increase

maintainability.  All of these problems were avoided in HOME.

View Beans and ActionForms

Aside from the Model, View, and Control components, there is still one component that

is missing.  There must be some way to transfer data between the Model and the View.  Struts

simply uses JavaBeans as containers to  pass data between the Model, View, and Control.  It is

important to note that  the JavaBeans used to pass data around between the various pieces of the

application are very different from the JavaBeans that  we used in the Model.  They are different

enough, in fact, that through the rest of this paper, we shall refer to them as View Beans.

One way to  make the distinction between a View Bean and a Model Bean is that there is

no business logic contained View Beans (with one exception that will be discussed further on in

the paper).  View Beans are only used as containers to  transport data.  Most  View Beans only

have properties, getter methods and setter methods, although many have other “helper” methods

as well.  Helper methods may be any added method in a View Bean which aid the Control and

the View in accessing the data contained in the View Bean.

There is an important sub-class of View Beans known as ActionForms.  In Struts, an

ActionForm class is a View Bean that is used specifically with form data.  ActionForm beans

must extend the ActionForm class, or one of it’s child classes.  From the perspective of the

developer, nothing else out of the ordinary needs to be done.  Struts, however, will auto-populate

an ActionForm bean with data from a form that the user submits.  Since most data that we wish

to get from the user are contained in forms, most of the View Beans in HOME are ActionForms.

View Beans that are not ActionForms are usually special beans used to transport data to a
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JSP, but not back from it.  For example, the HOME project uses a special Bean known as a

Message Bean.  The Message Bean is used to send messages to the user.  Another example of a

non-ActionForm bean are beans which are actually a collection of other JavaBeans.  There are

several places in HOME in which the user would like to edit multiple rows of data (such as

mortgage payments).   In order to send every requested row generated from the Model to the

client, we use a collection of beans which th JSP then iterates through to generate the various

rows for the user.

It is with the use of collections that we ever-so-slightly bent the MVC rules.  The actual

bean collection classes contain business logic code.  In essence, each View Bean which is a

collection of other beans doubles also as a Model Bean.  A serious danger in doubling a View

Bean with a Model Bean is that it becomes easy to accidentally expose business logic to the

View which of course would totally break the MVC model.  Our solution to keeping the View

and the Model separate was to force any methods in collection bean which contained business

logic to be completely inaccessible to the View.  In HOME, every collection bean class extends

the java.util.Vector class.  Thus, to mark all other business logic methods in the collection as

inaccessible, all we had to do was cast our bean as a Vector when it came time to pass the bean

to the View.
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Putting it all together

Of course, understanding what makes up the various parts of the MVC design does not

give a complete view of our design of HOME.  To fully understand our design, and the

implications thereof, one needs to understand how everything fits together.   Many diagrams will

be used throughout this section to better explain and illustrate HOME’s design.  

Every diagram will use the same symbols in order to improve the overall readability of

all the diagrams.  Below is a legend (Figure 2) to the diagrams in the rest of this paper:

Figure 2

View components are JSP Pages, symbolized by the rectangle.  Control components

(Action Classes) are represented by ovals.  The view beans which glue the Control, model, and

view components together are represented with circles.  The model components are represented

by the non-rectangular polygons.  Everything else in the diagram above should be pretty

straightforward.  

The entire design of the application depends on the standard flow of a single request.   All
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of our business logic (the real heart of the application) is done within request scope (request

scope will be explained a little bit further down).  So, one can think of each major function of

HOME as a well organized collection of requests and action calls.   The diagram below

illustrates the standard flow of a single Struts action:

Figure 3

 The process starts with a JSP page which the user is currently viewing.  When the user

submits the form, the user’s browser makes the initial request.  When the request  reaches the

server, the Struts Action-Control servlet will take the data submitted by the user, and populate a

view bean with the data.  It then passes the request  object along with view bean to the

appropriate Action class.  The action class extracts data from the View bean and sends the data

to an appropriate model bean by calling a method of the model bean.  The model bean then
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performs whatever business logic needs to be performed, including database access.  Then, after

updating the data in itself, it returns to the calling Action class, which then takes the data from

the model bean, and populates a new view bean with that data.  The Action class then forwards

the request  along with the view bean to the appropriate JSP page.  The JSP servlet populates the

page with the data from the view bean, and then sends the final HTML document to the user.

To fully understand the process, one needs to understand the request  model that Java

Servlets and Struts use.  A request is essentially two things: the HTTP request that comes from

the client, and the HttpRequest object.   The lifetime of a HttpRequest object (known as request

scope) spans from the time that the client makes the request to the server, and when the server

finally fulfills the request by returning data to the client.  

 Another good way to think about the HttpRequest object is to think of the request as

analogous to a hardware bus.  Anything connected to the bus can access anything else on the

bus.  But the life of the bus is short-lived: it lives only as long as the client’s request does (i.e.

request scope).   Outside of a request, the bus is inaccessible.  Figure 4 helps to illustrate this

idea:

Figure 4
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The servlet container (in this case, Tomcat) creates a HttpRequest object every time the

user makes a request, and populates the object’s properties with information pertaining to the

user’s request (this can be in the form of objects, such as JavaBeans). Each method that is called

within request scope is passed the HttpRequest object.  

With an understanding of the request model, and the basic work flow within the Struts

framework, we were able to build each major function of HOME as an intelligently designed

collection of single requests.  Every primary function of HOME follows the same basic pattern,

with only a few small exceptions.  The pattern is shown here in Figure 5:

Figure 5

The workflow always starts at the index.jsp page.  After logging in, this is the first page

that the user is presented with, and has links to every major sub-menu of the system.  When the

user clicks on one of those links, their browser makes a request for an mapping of the
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ShowMenuAction action class.  The ShowMenuAction class has a simple job: depending on

what menu is being requested, it populates the menu select box, and then forwards to the

appropriate JSP, as defined in the struts-config.xml file.  The user then makes their selection

from the menu, and presses the submit button, and the browser makes another request to a

mapping of the MenuAction class.  The MenuAction class also has a simple job: it forwards

control to the ShowFormAction (there may be more than one choice) that will show the form

that corresponds to the user’s choice.  If needed, the ShowFormAction collects data from the

database to show in the form, and then forwards control to the appropriate JSP.  Once the user is

done entering and editing data in the form and clicks submit, the user’s browser makes another

request to an UpdateDatabaseAction class which updates the database, and then forwards control

back to the ShowMenuAction with any appropriate messages.

At first, it may appear that we have chained the MenuAction with the ShowFormAction,

and in fact,  we have.  It was made very clear earlier in the paper that action chaining should be

avoided.  So why do we do it here, and how do we get away with it?  Well, we chain the

MenuAction class with the ShowFormAction class, but for a very different reason than why

most developers are tempted to use action chaining.  In most cases, developers are attempting to

add funct ionality while reducing code when they use action chaining.  The MenuAction class is

simply controlling the flow of the application.  It does not try to add any funct ionality to the

ShowFormAction, and any data it receives, it passes directly to the ShowFormAction, and only

the data that it had received.  By not adding any data to the request, we completely avoid the

temptation to add functionality, and we avoid the normal problems associated with action

chaining.  Consequent ly, we have created a slick way to add more control over the flow of the

application.  We use a similar rational for chaining the UpdateDatabaseAction with the
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ShowMenuAction.

The process described in Figure 5 is generic.  The pat tern is the same, but, with the

exception of the ShowMenuAction and MenuAction classes, the names of the actions are

different depending on the function in question.  Nonetheless, the process described above is a

direct result of our design.

Figure 5 is also simplified.  It does not show any JavaBeans, or any of the Model

components.  The below diagram looks similar to the Figure 5 however, it now has JavaBeans

and Model components included.  Figure 6 represents a combination of Figure 5 and Figure 3:

Figure 6
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The ShowMenuAction calls a method in one of our Model beans which then fetches the

names of all the homeowners in the database.  Then, the ShowMenuAction copies the

homeownner’s names from the Model Bean into a View Bean(A on the diagram), which is then

used by the menu.jsp page to populate the standard menu select box.  When the user submits the

form, the same view bean is used to transport the user’s selection to the MenuAction class. 

Often, the ShowFormAction will call a Model Bean to gather data from the database for the user

to edit.  The ShowFormAction copies the data fetched by the Model Bean into a View Bean (B

on the diagram), which, of course, the form.jsp page uses to populate the form with data.  After

the user edits (or adds) data to the form and submits it, the data is copied into the another View

Bean (C), and sent to the UpdateDatabaseAction.  The UpdateDatabaseAction will create a new

Model based on the data in the View Bean, and instruct it  to update the database.  Finally, the

UpdateDatabaseAction will forward back to the main menu page.  If an error occurs at any place

in the flow, a new View Bean is generated which contains a message to the user.  In addition, the

UpdateDatabaseAction will generally generate a confirmation message if the database update

was successful.

Patterns

Throughout our design of HOME, many patterns emerge.  The occurrence of repeating

patterns is one of the key concepts which we discovered as we developed the design of HOME. 

For example, in the View, the same select box was repeated in every menu page.  More higher

up, the same request model is repeated for every request, and the same work-flow pattern of

requests is repeated for every major function of HOME.  By designing with MVC and OOP

design methodologies inherently suggests patterns.
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There are both strengths and weaknesses with reoccurring patterns in an application.  A

major weakness is that, unless carefully managed, a lot of redundant code may be introduced.  A

good example is the common menu select box.  If we had not chosen to use Tiles, the same code

for the select box would have appeared in every menu page JSP.  The use of Tiles was a way to

manage our code while maintaining the pattern.

A major strength of recurring design patterns is that once the pattern has been found, it’s

very easy to replicate it in other sections of an application.  Consequently, it is easy to add

functionality to an application.  A recurring design pattern also allows for easier maintenance

Since multiple pieces of the app share a common design, an outside developer only has to learn

the generalized pattern, and then should be able to understand the rest of the application.  In fact,

it is precisely the approach that this paper has taken to describe HOME’s design.

Less Code, More Files

As we found ways to manage the recurring design patterns to limit the amount of

redundant code, we observed an interesting phenomena: the more we reduced the amount of

redundant code, the more files we ended up creating.  The View and the use of Tiles has already

provided a good example of this phenomena as described earlier in this paper (See the section

entitled “View Components”).  We observed this phenomena in other components as well.

In the Model, we used Beangen to simplify the creation of JavaBeans, but we extend

each bean generated by Beangen to add further functionality and our business logic.  It’s much

easier to manage our Model Beans this way, but once again, we have added a lot more files to

the project.  In fact, for every Model Bean, we have added two more files: the Beangen XML

definition file for the bean, and the JavaBean that Beangen generates.  
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In the Control, we created parent classes which contained common code used by many

Action classes.  By creating the parent classes, we made it very easy to make changes and to

maintain the code used in many different Actions.  But we also added more files.

Managing all of the files in the HOME project could easily become a major task. 

However, computers have been managing files for a very long time, and are consequently good

at it.   By using a carefully designed directory structure, we are able to manage all the files of the

HOME project with little effort.  Thus, it was worth adding more files to the project to reduce

the amount of redundant code.

Conclusions

Although a bit on the complicated side, our use of MVC and OOP throughout the design

of HOME led us to building a very robust design.  Once a developer understands MVC and OOP

and how we applied it to HOME, the developer will have surprisingly little trouble maintaining

the code, or adding more functionality to HOME in the future.  MVC also allowed us to  clearly

define the semantics of each peace of the application.  The clear semantics have helped us to

write high-quality code, and has helped us to avoid any bugs that would have been associated

with the semantics of the design.  MVC also lent  itself well to division of labor.  No one of the

four team members of the HOME project fully understand all of HOME, nor do they need to. 

Each team member is an expert with their peace of the design, and all other details of other

pieces of the application are abstracted from them.  Because of our use of MVC and OOP we

were able to more than exceed our design goals.  HOME now has a solid design guaranteeing it a

long, effective life.
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